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The Impact of N.F.S. Grundtvig
on American Immigrants
by AXEL C. KILDEGAARD

They came singly and in small groups in the 1850's. A
few settled in the cities, others moved on to the lumber
forests of Michigan and Wisconsin while more made their
destination the fertile farmlands of the midwest. A few of
the even more adventurous crossed the country or made
the long sail around the Straits of Magellan to California.
What was a trickle in the 50's had become a small
stream in the 70's. By the beginning of that decade about
30,000 Danes had crossed the seas. Forty years later the
United States census listed more than six times that number as Danish born. The stream grew steadily until the
Great War and diminished gradually thereafter. The bulk
of the influx came between 1870 and 1910.
Impressive as such figures may seem to be, they are
miniscule compared to those of the Norwegians and the
Swedes. Estimates placed the number of Norwegians in
1870 at 114,000, while from Sweden almost 100,000. By
1900 there were four times as many immigrants from
Sweden, two and a half times as many from Norway as
from Denmark. While these two groups also blanketed the
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country, both tended to be more geographically concentrated in the communities that they favored.
The Danish immigrants were widely dispersed.
Traceable in part to the new industrialization that had
drawn farm folk to the cities, a new secularism chasing the
thoughts of Georg Brandes, a rather rigid social structure
and an economic depression, many of the immigrants left
more than simple geographic area when they departed
Denmark. Perhaps a lower percentage of Danes affiliated
with their own ethnic organizations than did the immigrants from any other culture. For most Danes, America
was a melting pot.
But, for the most part, those who came from the rural
areas seeking the cheap but rich farmlands of Iowa,
Nebraska, and adjoining states brought with them the
faith of their fathers. In the early years they sought spiritual nurture from other Scandinavians~ primarily
Norwegians . They had a Lutheran faith in common even
though the established institutions of the Norwegians
were driven by their deep pietistic orthodoxy. Gradually
throughout these scattered communities, the feeling grew
that their own culture and language must also be reflected
in their religious practices. By the mid seventies the Danes
began to retreat from such relationships to shape their own
institutions. Two pastors and a few lay people met in 1872
at Neenah, Wisconsin to form the first Danish Lutheran
body in this country. Two other pastors joined them very
soon thereafter and were members of the first board. Early
on it was called a society but two years later they named it
a church. In 1870 a Norwegian-Danish Evangelical
Lutheran Church had been born in Nebraska. That marriage proved restless and was dissolved in a little over a
decade. The Danish pastors that withdrew did not seem to
have
great theological
differences
with
the
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Norwegians.They did wish to serve their fellow Danes
whose rate of immigration was increasing.
According to both Enok Mortensen and Thorvald
Hansen, historians of the Danish Church in America,
Grundtvig was not the rallying name of the new Danish
churches. Only one of the four of the Wisconsin group was
a follower of Grundtvig. I believe that they considered
themselves as rather orthodox evangelical Lutherans
whose home church in Denmark was tolerant of various
points of view. The Nebraska Church, had an affinity to
the Inner Mission movement and had sought, with minimal success, help from Vilhelm Beck, their leader in
Denmark. Their acceptance of the roominess that prevailed in Denmark was less in evidence. The question of
Grundtvigianism soon became a dominant factor in their
relationships with each other.
Pastor Herman A. Preus, who was to become a long
time president of the Norwegian synod, had strongly
opposed Grundtvigian influences in Norway. Shortly after
hisarrival in this country as a young man of 25, he became
embroiled in a controversy in the writing of the first constitution of the Norwegian synod. His purpose was to
remove any contamination by the teachings of Grundtvig.
That included any hint of what Preus referred as the worst
heresy of Lutheranism, namely that "the Apostle's Creed
be put on par with the Biblical text and that conversion be
considered possible after death". The sentence in the constitution that was particularly offensive read: " The doctrine of the congregation shall always be that which is
revealed in God's Holy Word through our baptismal
covenant and in the canonical books of the old and the
New Testaments interpreted according to our Churches
symbolicaland Confessional Writings."
In the 1860's the Norwegian Synod began to work on
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the first hymnal to be produced by Scandinavian
Lutherans in this country which was eventually published
in 1874.A presentation of the future hymnal five years earlier was the occasion of a debate whether any hymns by
Grundtvig should be included. Grundtvig' s hymns were
widely used in Norway. The committee chairman proposed the inclusion of one hymn, the Reformation hymn
"God's Word is Our Great Heritage". Preus opposed
including the hymn in the new hymnal. He contended that
it would confuse the people to include a hymn by one of
Lutheranism's destroyers. After a heated debate, Preus
again prevailed.
The stage was set for what both Mortensen and Hansen
have referred to as Grundtvig phobia. In many communities the very name became a litmus test and relations were
set between the Norwegians including the Danes briefly
affiliated with them (also known as the Blair Church) and
the Danish Church in America.
A word needs also to be added regarding the American
Church of the mid and late nineteenth century. Economic
growth raced unbridled in the expansionism of a country
occupied with empire building . Social, political and economic corruption paralleled a religious dogmatism and
escape int0 subjective pietism. In the Church, Biblical literalism and doctrinal conservatism ruled. It was also a time
of schism and division. Denominations and sects grew in
numbers as they grew in competition and intolerance. The
separation between the holy and the profane was sharply
drawn and exploited. Post Civil War churches often subscribed to a transcendental belief structure that justified
the neglect and avoidance of many human concerns. At
the same time a folk religion reigned that expressed itself
in subjective sentimentalities. It was hardly a receptive climate for the followers of Grundtvig who valued a cultur-82 ·-

al development as the historical deposit of the Spirit, the
wealth of the human experience, and an incarnational theology which celebrated the involvement of God in history.
The designation of "Grundtvigian" was neither chosen
nor sought by the early leaders of the Danish Church. It
was a name of derision that carried with it the implications
of falsehood and heresy. Grundtvig was for them a revered
hymnwriter and a spiritual leader within their home
Church in Denmark. He was a voice which participated in
that constant lively dialog in which .Christians take part.
The Church was big enough to hold a number of points of
view even those as disparate as those forwarded by
Vilhelm Beck, the leader of the pietistic Inner Mission
movement, and N. F. S. Grundtvig. The broad church view
reigned in Denmark and persisted for some in America.
But another view of the Church was spawned by separation from a political and a people's base, and an
American climate of sectarianism and division that
demanded a uniformity of doctrine before fellowship
could be celebrated. Agreement of pure and unadulterated
doctrine was considered essential.
Adam ban, one of the four founding pastors of the
Danish church, prepared to be a missionary in Africa. But
by circumstances came instead to America where he
served a long and rich ministry. Dan was a prolific writer
and poet. His novels, countless essays, hymns and lyric
poetry sparked the life of the Church for six decades. His
joyous presentation of the Gospel in contrast to the stern
and solemn orthodoxy of many of the Norwegian pastors
seems to have been his major offense. Dan was accused
and tried for preaching false and un-Lutheran doctrine.
Although Vilhelm Beck wrote from Denmark in his
defense, and Dan stated and wrote that he was not a follower of Grundtvig, his opponents prevailed. A declara-83-

tion solicited from the faculty of the Concordia Seminary
in St. Louis named him unfit as a pastor, a Grundtvigian
heretic. A majority of the congregation at Racine,
Wisconsin, remained loyal to their pastor and although
convicted he remained as pastor.
Constant criticism and attack of this nature could only
contribute to erosion and polarization.
In desperate need for pastors, the fledgling Danish
Church appealed to the Church of the homeland. A
Commission for "thePropagation of the Gospel among the
Danes in America (commonly referred to as "Udvalget," in
English: "The Commission") established in 1869 sought to
meet those needs. A school for the preparation of pastors
to serve in America was established at Askov Folk High
School and beginning in 1874 men were sent from that
school to be ordained in the United States. Over the next
few years 24 men received all or part of their theological
education at Askov. Their education in the shadow of the
preeminent folk school located in the heartland of
Grundtvigian influence must have contributed significantly to the growing resistance which the orthodox
Norwegian-Danish contingencies felt toward this offending point of view.
The strain upon the small Danish fellowship was too
great as it led to division and schism in the last decade of
the 19th century. The dissenters realigned themselves with
the Blair group and became known as "den Forenede" or
"United"Church. The remnant continued as the Danish
Lutheran Church in America (hereinafter called "The
Danish Church). They were much fewer in number but
freed from the demand for conformity. That division continued for almost a century when finally the descendants
of these two churches, as a result of a series of mergers,
both became a part of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
--84-

America. By this time almost all vestiges of their
Danishness had disappeared. Both brought to the new
church evidences of spiritual life born out of distinctly different traditions.
The story thus far has dealt with pastors and theologians contending with abstractions and theological points
of view. Where then were the farmers, laborers, merchants
and other lay people of the Church? Contrary to our current church climate, they were probably very much
involved. Newspapers, magazines, and the ubiquitous
radio and television usurp, divert, and distract, so thoroughly that the populace has little room for concerns similar to those of a century ago. Their media was primarily
church and ethnic related papers. A weekly, "Kirkelig
Samler" (The Church Gatherer) was established in 1872by
the Danish Church. Soon thereafter "Dannevirke" (18801950)a weekly publication appeared. Although not officiallyrelated to the church, it came out of the same context.
Another paper, "Kirkebladet" was published by the
Danish-Norwegian group in Nebraska. Finally J. N. Jersild
entered the fray with an Inner Mission paper entitled
•oanskeren". Questions of Church life and doctrine were
discussed freely and often polemically in all of these journals;accusations abounded and derogatory name-calling
was common. At times appeals were made, particularly in
the church related journals, for more moderate or reasonablediscourse but the wild discussions continued. Some
argued that these discussions were harmful to the peace of
thecommunity but others felt that free and spirited
exchange was necessary. A lively forum was evidence of
the Spirit at work. Such discussions were a common heritage from the public discussions in Denmark and indeed
might be considered one mark of the Danish heritage.
Similarfree and often polemical debates (albeit somewhat
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less vitriolic) continued until the mid 20th century merger
of the Danish Church with other Lutherans. They are
much less in evidence in the periodicals of the Lutheran
Church today. Current journals are better described as
house organs.
Both factions of the disputes must have felt liberated
after the division of the Church in 1894. The "inner mission" Churches which had insisted on the Bible as the sole
Word of God were now unencumbered by the "humanistic" Grundtvigians. They soon joined forces ·with the "Blair
Church" and found a spiritual center at Dana College in
Nebraska. Close contact was kept with the pietistic
revivalists led by Vilhelm Beck in Denmark but this
bespoke of common religious concerns more than of cultural affinity. The Danish hymnbook remained central for
their worship. However, not many decades passed before
they moved more and more to the English language. This
did become the base for a new common work by the two
groups: a new hymnal in the Danish tradition but in the
English language. A joint committee was formed in 1920
and the "Hymnal for Church and Home " appeared in
1927 with a larger revised edition dated 1936. Both
Churches still called themselves Danish. About a third of
the more th~n fifty Grundtvig hymns included were translations from the United Church (Blair).
The move to the English accelerated in the 20' s and
30's, The United Church was at least a decade ahead of the
Danish Church in confronting what was known as the language problem. That also reflected their natural accommodation to the prevailing American protestant churchmanship and accounted for their impressive growth in numbers. I recall a visit between the students of the two theological seminaries, Dana and Grand View, in the early 40's.
We of the Danish Church (it was still in our name) were
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about to graduate and ordain the first person not of
Danish descent. We discussed among ourselves the particular gifts that our tradition had entrusted to us. If we were
ethnic elitists and somewhat provincial in our answers, we
felt that our brothers (cousins?) at Blair were without roots
and of nebulous identity.
Although greatly reduced in numbers after the split,
the remnant comprising the Danish Church also felt a
great release. They were free to pursue their interests and
inclinations which had so greatly offended the pietists.
There were a number of folk school enterprises before the
division but each had become the occasion for strife. They
were now liberated from those constraints.
Folk Schools were established in Michigan, Nebraska,
Minnesota, Iowa, California, and Alberta, Canada.
Although not institutions of the Church, most of the leaders were pastors and those who attended shared a common life rooted in the faith community. Lectures in history,mythology, literature, biblical studies, and the arts filled
the curriculum. Singing, gymnastics, and folk dancing
filled out the celebrative context. The schools attracted
those young people (age: 18 plus) who could spare a few
weeks or months for common enlightenment and fellowship. Many were farm people with free time in the winter.
Many were newly arrived immigrants who had a new
land and language to learn.
The spread of the Folk Schools spoke of the optimism
and enthusiasm of the faith at the tum of the century. They
flourished and struggled for 3-4 decades . But public education grew in availability and appeal, the flow of immigrants diminished, and the great depression of the 30's
wrought havoc with such efforts.
Grand View College, established by the Danish Church
in 1896, was an ambitious effort undertaken at the most
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discouraging time immediately after the split of the
Church. It was not founded as a folk school but it did seek
to incorporate many of the values and goals which the
Folk Schools embodied. In addition to the academic cmrrses, there were frequent lectures that sought to edify and
inspire. Extra curricular activities resembled those of the
Folk Schools. A 10-12week not-for-credit winter term was
offered drawing largely upon farm folk. This Winter
School was perhaps the last vestige of the Folk Schools
among the Danes in America and it lasted until the early
50's. Grand View College had become the folk and spiritual center of the Danish Church. In microcosm, the crises of
the Church were mirrored in it's school, but so also the celebrative faith in which the Danish Church lived.
There were other Folk Schools established in America
(eg. the Campbell Folk School of North Carolina and the
Highlander School of Tennessee) that drew upon the ideas
of Grundtvig. A Folk College Association was formed in
1977. These have made their own contribution to the
American scene but have never had a great significance on
the life of Danish immigrants and their descendants, the
subject of this review.
After the demise of the Folk Schools in the 30's, their
contributions and the remembrance of what was now
called the Grundtvigian values lived on mostly in isolated
communities, homes~ and nostalgia. In the 1940's, Enok
Mortensen, pastor, historian, and author, sparked the
restoration of Danebod, the folk school at Tyler Minnesota.
Annual Folk meetings were instituted which continue to
this day. Summer family camps that feature family activities, dancing, crafts, singing, lectures and discussions
much of which is patterned on the folk school life were
begun. There are three such gatherings of a week each
being held this summer. The majority of those attending
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may not be of Danish extraction but they are very much
aware of Danish origins. Grundtvig' s songs are sung and
increasingly his concepts of human life and its values are
much in evidence. They may discuss what it means to consider the WORD at the center of life, or the implications of
"first a human, then a Christian". The retreats, camps, and
folk meetings at Danebod are no longer unique. Similar
gatherings are held annually in California, Iowa, Oregon,
and Wisconsin. The impact of Grundtvig' s educational
ideas have taken precedence over his theological ideas,
probably because they are more available and speak more
readily to contemporary needs. The enthusiasm for what is
perceived as great humanism and refreshing liberalism is
more often heard than are reflections on Word and
Sacrament that define Grundstvig' s base.
The Dansk Folkesamfund, an ethnic cultural society,
was founded in 1889 by Frederik Lange Grundtvig (son of
N.F.S.),a pastor at Clinton, Iowa. The society which was
not Chprch connected,pursued goals that would preserve
inherited values and thereby enrich the spiritual and cultural values of the Danes. As a secondary purpose it counteracted and rivaled the Danish Brotherhood, a Masoniclike secular secret society. The D.F.S. soon came under
attack by those who considered such interests in mythology and historic writings to be humanistic.
The society spread rapidly throughout the Danish
immigrant community and in Denmark as well. In many
congregations an assembly hall was built in addition to the
sanctuary. There was often a stage for dramatics, presentations, and lectures, stall bars on the side for gymnastic use,
and a large space for folk dancing and other social purposes·. Travelling lecturers often visited and while these
were not church or evangelistic meetings, they were
Chatauqua-like gatherings of church people. Those who
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opposed such activities accused the society of worldliness,
dissipating the resources and diverting the Church from
its evangelistic tasks. Created in the hope that this might
transcend the differences that separated the Danes and
encourage unity by exploring common ground, the movement had the opposite effect. Instead it fueled fires of discord. In the time of crisis, F.L. Grundtvig offered to disband the society, his own beloved child, if that would prevent the schism. His opponents were gratified and good
will ruled briefly but the society rejected their leader's
request and continued to flourish. Liberated from · its
attackers, the Dansk Folksamfund grew stronger after the
split and did much to set the tone and style of life in those
communities that remained with the Danish Church
through the next half century.
In 1889, F.L.Grundtvig published a Songbookfor the
Danish Peoplein America. This was a forerunner of the
H0jskolesangbog
published by the Dansk Folksamfund in
seven subsequent editions over the next 30 years. The 1931
edition was the first to include about a hundred songs
in the English language (636 in the Danish). If there is any
one artifact that speaks of the common life and helitage of
the people of the Danish Church in America, this is it! In
the common awareness of the descendants of the Danish
immigrants whose spiritual roots are in this tradition
probably nothing is more identified with the Grundtvigian
heritage than this book. In 1941 the Danish American
Young People's Society published a new songbook in
English intended to be a successor of the D.F.S.book. The
new songbook, Worldof Song has gone through a number
of printings and mutations. It has met with considerable
success and is still considered by many to be the major
contribution from our heritage.
The collection of songs in these books is very eclectic
-90-

making the songbooks ubiquitous in the gatherings of
Danes. There are hymns, nature songs, folk songs and
songs of the folk, seasonal, historical, children and fun
songs. That same breadth and scope continued in the
Worldof Song which included many translations as well as
songs from other ethnic backgrounds. It was hard to imagine a gathering or a meeting of any kind that did not begin
and end with a song. Song fests were common at all the
folk meetings as well as in the parish and the homes.
Folk meetings, a deposit of the Danish Church are still
held annually in a number of locales. The "fall meeting" at
Danebod, Tyler, referred to earlier which attracts almost
200 people nationwide is typical. The program includes
four days of lectures, story telling, worship and singing.
Th~ latter occupies several hours daily. Although many in
attendance . do not speak Danish, the songbook of choice
remains the "redbook", Sangbog for det Danske Folk i
Amerika.World of Song comes in second and usually there
are some new translations to try. Such gatherings have
been growing.
The Danish Lutheran Church in America never did
define itself as Grundtvigian. The views traditionally associated with N.F.S. Grundtvig were never considered to be
criteria for those who entered the ministry. There were
always pastors who were attracted to the subjective piety
which much of Protestantism favored. But in official teaching and unofficial climate, the Church stayed relatively
close to. the broad church model which prevailed in
Denmark. In practice, however, there were three general
marks or areas which gave indications of its leanings and
justified the general impressions which those of other
churches held.
First of all, that of nomenclature. There were activities
within the life of the Danish Church community which
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paralleled that of the other churches. But they were known
by other names.
I remember from my childhood the prayer meetings
frequently held by the other Danes at their United Church,
not very far from our Danish Church. I never attended one
of these but assume that they consisted of informal worship, prayer, and hymn singing. They were often held in
the church hall. We also had evening meetings held in our
"Forsamlingshus" or gathering place. But our program
was usually a lecture which explored history or a contemporary concern within a Christian context. Together with
this we would sing·from the Hojskolesangboge
and share a
closing devotion. Both groups probably had a similar coffee time before going home.
When that 'other' Church met with their fellow
churches in the area, they called the gatherings "Mission
Meetings". These were extensions of their home events to
one or more day's agenda. Similar area meetings were
held by the Danish Churches with correspondingly different programs. They were called "Folkem0der" or folk
meetings.
Many of the Danish churches conducted summer school
for the children called that or vacation schools. They were
often full day schedules of several weeks duration. Well
over a hundred students were enrolled in the school in
which I was engaged as a seminary student in 1940.The students had periods for Norse mythology, history, Bibles stories, singing, folk dancing, and games. Three fourths of
them received instruction in Danish. The 'other' Church
also conducted a summer school which was called a 'Bible
School'. Their curriculum was quite different.
Similarly, our youth went to Summer Camps while
theirs attended Bible Camps. Ours called themselves the
Young People's Societies while they were Luther Leagues.
-92-

The second characteristic that marked the Danish
Church is more difficult for those of other traditions to
understand. Many of the activities within the Danish
Church fellowship were conducted by or sponsored by
organizations not a part of the church structure. A first ·
example of this is the whole folk school movement. We
have also spoken of the Dansk Folkesamfund which often
sponsored both parish and interparish folk meetings. They
also published songbooks and other publications of interest. They were instrumental in establishing new colonies
for Danish-Americans in Wisconsin, Texas, Montana,
Minnesota, Alberta, Canada, Mississippi, and California.
Not all succeeded but their initiation did reflect the energy
and exuberant optimism of the Danish Church through the
Dansk Folkesamfund.
A similar organization independent of the Church but
an _integral part of the same faith community involved the
youth. Youth groups began to form in the early years of the
century and within the first decade established regional
and national organizations. The pastors were active in this
movement but this was extracurricular. Church was
prayer, praise, singing, and the celebration of Word and
Sacrament from which God's people drew their life and
sustenance. The community which this shaped, it followed, would be a ferment of cultural, intellectual, and
social activities. The living word would be the life blood of
allsuch expressions but they were not to be confused with
or distract from the Church itself. By 1907there were several districts in the country affiliated in a national organization called "Den Danske Sammensluttet Ungdom",
D.S.U,(Danish United Youth).
District annual conventions (at times national) were
held with attendance often reaching into the hundreds.
Devotions, spirited lectures, Bible studies, worship, folk
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dancing, and gymnastic competitions filled the agenda.
Enok Mortensen in his history of the Danish Church called
these gatherings "perhaps the finest flower of the
Grundtvigian tradition." The comment is no surprise; such
events brought him into the ministry. In 1907 the D.S.U.
began publishing its own paper characterized by lively
debates on religious, social, and political questions as well
as devotional and informational material. The journal was
called UNGDOM (Youth) and was written primarily in the
Danish language well into the 30's. But from early on it
was clear that its identity and focus was Danish-American,
not Danish. Immigration was already on the wane. Most of
the youth involved in this movement were born in this
country and fiercely loyal to it. But in church and home
they still used the mother tongue.
The designation 'Youth' in this context usually referred
to young adults over the age of 18. There were no designated upper limits and consequently many societies were
dominated by older youth or mature adults. Ungdom soon
became their journal and by the early 90's was no longer a
spokesman for or relevant to the youth (post confirmation)
work of the local parishes. Youth, by then thought of as the
14-18 years group, and youth work was becoming more
closely linked to the Church structures. By 1946 the youth
organizations became an integral part of the Church.
A third mark of the Danish Church was its almost mystical attachment or devotion to the Danish language. In
part this could be attributed to a romantic nostalgia and
ethnic pride. Many of the pastors also felt inadequate to
serve in the English language. But theologically there was
another factor. This was related to what was perceived as
Grundtvig' s strong incarnational theology. Danish
Christendom had a validity for them because Christ had
become incarnate for them within the context of the
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Danish identity. In their own mythology and culture, a cradle had been found for the Christ child. How then could
Danes speak of, celebrate or proclaim the Christ of their
faith - apart from the context of their own language and
culture? This did not mean that Christ did not seek to
become incarnate for other peoples. The Spirit will accomplish that. This question was a very real part of the struggle of the second quarter of this century. Many of the
Danish born pastors returned to their homeland unable or
unwilling to make the language transition.
Contacts and relationships with other Churches grew
and non-Danish speaking members needed to be served.
Heritage was gradually divorced from language, a most
difficult task. In many quarters more effort was given to
defining what that heritage might be. Freedom and Spirit
became the rallying words. Others discarded the heritage
with the language. Americanism took its place
By mid-century, the Danish Church (the word Danish
was dropped in 1953) was moving strongly toward cooperation and eventual merger with other Lutherans. The
central figure of the first half of the century, S.D.Rodholm,
(the first graduate of the Grand View seminary, leading
churchman, scholar, teacher, and foremost translator of
our songs) was drawing to the close of his ministry.
Johannes Knudsen and Ernest Nielsen, both teachers of
the Church, were writing and publishing books in English
defining the Grundtvigian background. Enok Mortensen
wrote the definitive history of the Church discussing the
story of its mission and unique gifts. Serious deliberations
began regarding the merger of Grand View Seminary with
another theological school (realized in 1960). For some it
was the end of the Danish Church but for others it was
new opportunities - to enrich and be enriched. The Church
itself merged in 1962 with The United Lutheran Church
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(not the Blair group), the Augustana, and the Suomi
(Finnish) Lutheran Churches to form the Lutheran Church
in America.
That merger was remarkably open to the heritage and
particular gifts of each of the four traditions. Despite the
great disparity of size and influence, each Church was
respectfully listened to as its story was told. Each Church
was represented on all committees. Johannes Knudsen
served as treasurer of the committee called the Joint
Commission on Lutheran Unity. At one of our meetings
when Knudsen gave his report, he observed that the
United Lutheran Church and the Danes together carried
more than 80% of the budget. He explained that 79%
belonged to U.L.C. while we paid the 1%.It was as if the
flea on the back of the elephant were to ask: "Are you sure
that the bridge we are on will carry the two of us?"
In 1957,63 years after the split of the Danish churches
largely because the statement "the Bible is the Word of
God" was not in the constitution, The Danish Church
reversed itself and incorporated the phrase in its doctrinal
statement. We were eager to remove any obstacles that
might prejudice future relationships with others and were
persuaded that the phrase carried new meanings. The
committee on doctrine for the new Church had one representative from each of the four bodies (-Iwas the representative of the former Danish Church). Ironically, our recommended statement later accepted by the Churches omitted
the phrase that we had swallowed in 1957 and used language compatible with our historic view. Christ is the
Word of God and only derivatively can that phrase be
applied to scripture.
With respect to the new hymnal of the merged Church,
our particular traditions did not fare so well. Although one
third of the hymns in our own Hymnalfor Churchand Home
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had been of Danish origin, the new hymnal appearing in
1958 contained only 17 Danish hymns - 7 by Grundtvig.
Two reasons were given for this poor showing: 1) inadequate representation on the committee and 2) the poor
quality of the translations. Some of us suspected a third,
that Danes and their traditions were still suspect by some
committee members. A subsequent hymnal was published
in 1978. We fared no better then. We were no longer an
autonomous body and had no representation. A number of
congregations printed supplements to preserve the omitted hymns but this has had limited success in sharing this
wealth from our past.
A second merger between two large Lutheran bodies,
the Lutheran Church in America and the American
Lutheran Church was another story. We were now a part
of the LC.A . and represented only through that larger
body. Similarly, the United Church, Blair, had merged
some years earlier into the A.LC. So now once more the
Danes and their descendants were united in one Church,
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, but without
any significant, direct conversations. Although our particular doctrinal statement is less in evidence, the C>ldconcept
of the Church broad enough to include different points of
view has prevailed.
It has been otherwise with respect to entrusted leadership which has been far out of proportion to our numbers.
There have been four bishops of the merged Church
whose roots were in the small Danish Church. Two of us
served for many years as teachers of the Church in one of
its theological seminaries. Other offices, regional and
national, elected and/ or appointed have been filled by
descendants of the Danish immigrants.
The story which I have attempted to tell is neither complete nor concluded. The influence of a heritage upon and
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through the descendants of those who first bore its wealth
to these shores cannot be adequately assayed or told. The
perennial meetings already referred to are still called "folk
meetings", not a common American phrase. They still
echo the style and spirit of the meetings that identified the
Danish Church of 75 years ago. There are still references to
and reverence for what our parents so passionately spoke
of as "the living word" . There remain amongst us many
who have been, as the Psalmist says, "blessed because they
know the festal shout".
A few years ago a study group visiting Denmark was
addressed by a member of the Danish Parliament. He
made the comment to us that all Danes are in some measure Grundtvigians, whether they know it or not.
Likewise, many descendants of the Danish immigrants
seem to carry a gene that values all the gifts of life and celebrates a humanism in which they are enriched. They may
have lost the original theological base for this or only in
some nebulous manner is this connected to Grundtvig. But
the feelings and instincts are deep and await being
informed. The seeds have been sown. Many have fallen
into the wastelands but who can say which are yet to germinate?
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